
The one that got away?
Not this time. 

SERVES JUSTICE. SAVES TIME.

When officers use CloudGavel’s Electronic Warrant Solution, 
warrant processing can happen up to 90% faster.

CloudGavel is 
the nation’s 
leading authority 
and provider of 
cloud-based 
electronic 
warrants. 

CloudGavel is 
economical, 
easy to implement, 
and fundamentally 
improves the 
entire public 
safety ecosystem.

How does it work?
Current warrant processing is time consuming and can 
involve many individuals traveling for physical signatures. 

CloudGavel offers a better way:

1. Officer on the 
scene uses the 
CloudGavel 
web app to 
generate a 
warrant.

2. The electronic 
warrant is 
securely sent 
to a judge for 
review and 
approval.

3. Judge reviews and 
electronically signs 
the warrant. Officer 
is notified of approval, 
prints and executes 
the warrant.



SERVES JUSTICE. SAVES TIME.

Law Enforcement Benefits 
• Reduces or eliminates 

travel time
• Warrants can be completed 

on scene
• Officers can receive 

warrant approval within 
minutes instead of hours

• Video conferencing allows 
for administering oaths for 
affidavits

Judicial System Benefits
• Judge receives fast 

comprehensive warrant 
request electronically

• Judicial review can be 
conducted anywhere at 
any time on any internet 
connected device and 
allow a video conference 
with the requesting officer

• Electronic submissions 
reduce afterhours disruptions 
for the on-duty judge

 

To learn more please contact us:
1-866-297-5155         sales@cloudgavel.com
www.CloudGavel.com  

“CloudGavel has 
decreased the time 
we spend on getting 
warrants signed and 
approved. We can 
now spend more 
time keeping our 
communities and 
citizens safe.”
Ben Horwitz
Director of Analytics
New Orleans 
Police Department

“CloudGavel has not 
only improved our 
manpower efficiency, 
but it has enhanced 
our investigative 
abilities by helping us 
rapidly secure 
valuable evidence, 
information, and 
dangerous felons.”
Lt. John Windham
CIB Admin
Baton Rouge 
Police Department

With CloudGavel the average turn 
around time from warrant submission 
to approval is 27 minutes.

CloudGavel is a cloud-based platform that allows users 
from any internet connected device — from anywhere and 
at any time — to quickly initiate, document, and submit a 
state-specific warrant or subpoena to a duty-judge for rapid 
review and electronic approval.

CloudGavel has been deployed in 125 agencies in 
6 states and counting, with over 10,000 users and hundreds 
of thousands of executed warrants. 

CloudGavel can save up to 90% of 
traditional warrant processing costs.


